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Abstract. The advantages of using a telecentric imaging system in digital holographic microscopy (DHM) to
study biological specimens are highlighted. To this end, the performances of nontelecentric DHM and telecentric
DHM are evaluated from the quantitative phase imaging (QPI) point of view. The evaluated stability of the micro-
scope allows single-shot QPI in DHM by using telecentric imaging systems. Quantitative phase maps of a sec-
tion of the head of the drosophila melanogaster fly and of red blood cells are obtained via single-shot DHM with
no numerical postprocessing. With these maps we show that the use of telecentric DHM provides larger field of
view for a given magnification and permits more accurate QPI measurements with less number of computational
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1 Introduction
Label-free quantitative phase imaging (QPI) of transparent
microscopic specimens is the distinctive hallmark of digital
holographic microscopy (DHM). This unique feature has
been determinant to find applications of DHM in living cell
screening,1–4 particle tracking,5–11 and MEMS evaluation,12–14
among many others.15–24 The ability of performing QPI has
been extended to other microscopy methods like spatial light
interference microscopy or spatial light interference tomogra-
phy;25,26 hence similar applications have been reported by the
use of these imaging approaches. In DHM, the fringe pattern
recorded after the interference between a reference wave and
the image of the wave diffracted by the microscopic sample
allows the retrieval of the phase changes introduced by the sam-
ple. These phase changes encode the information about the
refractive index and thickness of the specimen; therefore their
accurate measurement is determinant in the different applica-
tions where DHM can be utilized. Cell volume,15–17 osmotic
membrane water permeability coefficient,18 and the integral
intracellular refractive index17,19 are some of the quantitative
biological parameters that can be evaluated with DHM via
the phase retrieving of the sample. DHM combined with digital
video microscopy is also an effective tool to fully localize in
three-dimensions living cells in controlled or natural environ-
ments9–11 as a way to derive insight about the cell behavior.
Its unique feature of label-free imaging of cells has turned
DHM into a suitable tool for cell sorting and counting.20,21
All the above examples of application of DHM relied on the
QPI; hence, the accuracy of the phase-map measurements
could be determinant on a disease diagnostic and/or specimen
identification.
DHM is a hybrid imaging method in which the final image is
obtained after an optical recording procedure and a subsequent
computational reconstruction process. In DHM, the QPI is
obtained from raw phase maps, which are computed from the
reconstructed complex object wave. Therefore, the recording
and reconstruction processes of such complex amplitude deter-
mine the accuracy of the QPI. Owing to DHM being a holo-
graphic method,27–30 the computational reconstruction of the
object wave follows well-established and exact methods,27–30
so that one can state that DHM can retrieve the recorded object
wave with almost no distortion. In these terms, the recording of
the object wave controls the accuracy of the QPI-DHM, as it has
been recently analyzed in Ref. 31. In that work, the authors have
pointed out that in regular DHM microscopes operating in non-
telecentric mode, the recorded object wave carries the phase
change introduced by specimen superimposed with the residual
quadratic phase factor, whose curvature depends on the distance
that exists between the aperture stop of the microscope objective
(MO) and the tube lens (TL) plane.31,32 To obtain, after a com-
putational process, an accurate reconstruction of the phase
changes introduced by the specimen, the effects of that residual
quadratic phase distortion must be removed. Different numerical
methods have been proposed to remove a posteriori these
effects.33–36 However, even after applying such methods, it is
common to find a remaining phase factor that still perturbs
the QPI measurement. In addition to that remaining phase factor,
when the recording setup operates in the nontelecentric mode,31
the DHM is shift-variant.31,37 This means that the accuracy of the
QPI measurements strongly depends on the position of the sam-
ple in the field of view (FOV).
The effects of the nontelecentric recording systems can also
be suppressed a priori by introducing twin-imaging systems for
the reference and objects waves,38 but it requires the very precise
alignment of two identical complete imaging systems and*Address all correspondence to: Ana Doblas, E-mail: a.isabel.doblas@uv.es
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doubling the cost of the microscope. A second approach to
remove the residual quadratic phase distortion can be achieved
by a posteriori point-wise subtraction of the measured phase
with no sample placed from the measurement with the sample
in place.39 The main drawback of this latter method is that it
requires two shots, which is not always possible like in vivo
measurements. A simple and effective way of avoiding theses
detrimental effects in a single shot way is by setting up the
recording system in telecentric mode, so that the quadratic
phase factor is not produced.
Other methods to provide QPI take advantage of the telecen-
tric design of the modern commercial microscopes. Diffraction
phase microscopy and Fourier phase microscopy, both using
white light, have been presented recently operating on the
framework of the commercial microscopes in telecentric con-
figuration.40,41 DHM has also been proposed operating over
commercial microscope; however, for unknown reasons, the
resulting DHM operates on nontelecentric configuration;36
hence, intense a posteriori numerical processing is needed to
alleviate the perturbation introduced by the imaging system.
Even though the telecentric imaging systems in DHM were
introduced several years ago32 and some of the special features
that are derived from its use have been reported,31 they are not
widely used in DHM, and therefore, the advantages that their
utilization provides in QPI-DHM of biological specimens still
have to be presented and highlighted.
The aim of this work is to demonstrate and emphasize that
the QPI-DHM working in the telecentric mode provides much
more accurate phase maps of biologic samples than the ones
working in the conventional nontelecentric regime. By evaluat-
ing the stability of the microscope, we show that if the imaging
system operates in telecentric mode, single-shot QPI of biologi-
cal specimens is possible with great accuracy and at minimum
postprocessing. On the contrary, we will show that when a DHM
operates in nontelecentric regime the perturbations introduced
by the imaging system lead to distorted QPIs, even if intense
postprocessing of the raw phase map is made. QPI-DHM work-
ing in the telecentric mode can provide the biomedical commu-
nity with high-resolution, nondistorted phase images, which can
be very useful for the diagnosis or screening of different dis-
eases; biologist can also be provided with trustable tool for
specimen identification. To this end, in this work, the perfor-
mances of telecentric DHM and nontelecentric DHM are com-
pared in terms of accuracy of the QPI measurements carried out
on biological specimens with very different sizes. In our first
experiment, a section of the head of a drosophila melanogaster
fly, 800 μm in width and 8 μm in thickness, is imaged with
low magnification. In the second experiment, human red
blood cells (RBC) ∼10 μm in diameter and between 0.8 and
2.5 μm in thickness are imaged with high magnification
QPI-DHM. The obtained experimental results demonstrate
the superiority of the telecentric mode for the study of biological
samples.
2 QPI-DHM for Biological Specimens
Millimeter-Sized
Let us start this section by describing the image formation per-
formed in QPI-DHM.31 The setup is based on a Mach-Zehnder
interferometer. An He-Ne laser of wavelength λ ¼ 633 nm is
split to produce the reference (R) and object waves (O). A
CCD camera with 1024 × 1024 square pixels of 6.9 μm side
records the holograms formed by the interference between
the wavefield scattered by the object and a titled reference
plane wave. In a second beam splitter, the angle between the
reference and object waves is controlled to guarantee that the
DHM operates in off-axis geometry while the sampling require-
ments are fulfilled. In the object arm, the wavefield scattered by
the object is enlarged over the surface of the CCD by using an
adjustable imaging system composed of a microscope objective
(MO) and a tube lens (TL). A complete schematic representation
of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1.
As it has been mentioned above, the computational process-
ing of the digital holograms in DHM has evolved up to such
level of quality that one could state that if the sampling condi-
tions are fulfilled,42 the optical object wavefield recorded by the
DHM could be retrieved with no perturbation. This advance
allows the user of the DHM to focus on studying the complex
object wavefield recorded by the DHM. By using regular imag-
ing ABCD transformations,43 the object waveO recorded on the
CCD camera is given by
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In this equation, O 0 and P˜ represent, respectively, the com-
plex amplitude scattered by the object and the Fourier transform
of the MO aperture stop. The sign⊗2 stands for the two-dimen-
sional convolution product, and λ is the illumination wave-
length. The magnification of the system, M ¼ −fTL∕fMO, is
obtained as the quotient between the focal length of the TL
and the one of the MO. Finally, d is the distance between
the MO aperture stop and the TL. As DHM operates in
nontelecentric mode, the recorded complex object wave repre-
sented by Eq. (1) carries the quadratic phase factor exp½iπðfTL −
dÞ∕λf2TLðx2 þ y2Þ superimposed with the phase of the sample
itself. This phase factor is then numerically eliminated by means
Fig. 1 Illustration of the transmission digital holographic microscopy
(DHM) used to evaluate quantitative phase imaging (QPI) measure-
ments. The setup follows an off-axis architecture. The DHM operates
in a telecentric or nontelecentric regime depending on the configura-
tion between the microscope objective (MO) and tube-lens (TL).
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of a posteriori processing of the recovered object phase.
Unfortunately, as we show in the paragraphs below, the numeri-
cal postprocessing could not always remove fully the effects of
that phase factor, leading to perturbed phase maps. However, as
the DHM operates in telecentric mode fTL ¼ d and such addi-
tional phase factor vanishes, the recovered phase map exclu-
sively represents the phase of the sample O 0. In this way no
extra a posteriori numerical processing is needed to recover
the phase on the object under study.
As phase measurements could be strongly dependent on
ambient fluctuations, initially we tested the stability of our
experimental setup. To provide a controlled environment for
the experiments, the complete microscope has been enclosed
in a polymethymethacrylate (PMMA) cage and the temperature
of the lab has been controlled. To exclude any incidence of
ambient perturbations on the results of the experiment, we
have tested our setup by recording 20 experimental holograms
for each configuration. The 20 evaluated phase maps for each
configuration were averaged and its correlation with respect to
each individual phase map was evaluated. For telecentric and
nontelecentric configurations, the correlation parameters were
0.991 0.008 and 0.996 0.003, respectively. As both corre-
lation figures are close to 1, we can conclude that microscope is
fairly isolated from ambient fluctuations; hence, any divergence
between the measurements performed with the telecentric and
nontelecentric configuration is due to differences on the perfor-
mance of the imaging system itself. Additionally, the possibility
of needing just a single shot for the QPI-DHM analysis would be
determined by the imaging system rather than by external
variables.
Our first experiment was prepared for performing QPI-DHM
of a millimeter-sized specimen. Then we used a section of the
head of a drosophila melanogaster fly, 800 μm wide and 8 μm
thick. For large samples like this, the QPI-DHM must operate at
low magnification. In particular, we used a 10 × ∕0.45
MO corrected at infinity and a TL of focal distance
fTL ¼ 200 mm. The lateral magnification of the microscopes
was M ¼ −10. To show the differences between the telecentric
and the nontelecentric modes, the DHM was adjusted in two
different configurations: fTL ≠ d (nontelecentric mode) and
fTL ¼ d (telecentric mode).
The first step of the experiment was the recording of the
holograms, which is shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(d). Note that
the holograms are intensity recordings, and therefore, the effects
of the residual phase factor introduced by the nontelecentric im-
aging system are not directly visible; thus, the holograms look
alike. However, if one observes the Fourier transform of the raw
holograms, see the insets in the bottom-right region of Figs. 2(a)
and 2(d), the presence of the quadratic phase factor in the non-
telecentric imaging system introduces an enlarging of the dif-
fracted orders. In the realization of the computational
procedure, the holograms are initially spatially filtered to
remove the dc term and the twin image.44 Next, the filtered holo-
grams are computationally propagated via the angular spectrum
approach27,45 to recover the complex object wave. It is worth
recalling that for the case of the nontelecentric DHM, the recov-
ered object wave carries the phase introduced by the object
merged with the residual quadratic phase inherited from the
recording imaging system. The raw phases computed for
both modes of operation of the QPI-DHM are shown in
Figs. 2(b) and 2(e). For the telecentric DHM, the recovered
phase map reproduces the phase introduced by the sample.
Details of the internal structure of the section of the head of
the drosophila melanogaster fly are visible clearly.
Fig. 2 QPI for a section of the head of a drosophila melanogaster fly atM ¼ −10. The first row shows the
results for a nontelecentric configuration: (a) Raw hologram. (b) Raw phase image. (c) Numerically cor-
rected phase image calculated from (b). The second row shows the results obtained with the telecentric
setup: (d) Raw recorded hologram. (e) Telecentric raw phase image. The light pink lines in (b) correspond
to the selected profiles, which are used to extract the data for computing the compensation phase.
Also, the Fourier transform of the raw holograms are illustrated in the insets at the bottom-right part
of (a) and (d).
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The raw phase for the nontelecentric DHM shows a ring-like
structure superimposed over the phase map [see Fig. 2(b)]. This
effect has been present in all the realizations of DHM since its
very origin.46 As explained above, this drawback, which is
caused by the residual quadratic phase factor, can be numeri-
cally removed a posteriori via a variety of procedures.33–36
The most utilized methods for removing the residual phase fac-
tor are based on polynomial fitting of areas selected from the
raw phase where the contribution of object to the phase map
is constant.35,36 This condition imposes the need of areas of
the FOV free of sample information, which means a significant
reduction of the usable FOV. This situation is illustrated in
Fig. 2(b). Owing to the specimen covering almost the complete
available FOV, there is just a very limited area left to collect the
needed information for the polynomial fitting. The light pink
lines plotted in Fig. 2(b) show the selected regions from
which the data for computing the numerical phase compensation
have been extracted. The computed compensation phase is then
subtracted from the raw phase to produce the numerically cor-
rected phase map shown in Fig. 2(c). In this phase map, there are
some regions with remaining phase curvature, which introduces
perturbation of the phase of the object. The blackish area in
this panel is an illustration of the ruining effects of the remaining
phase factors. The zoomed-in square areas in Figs. 2(c) and 2(e)
show a region in which the results for nontelecentric DHM and
telecentric DHM are very different, having the telecentric better
resolution and contrast.
For better visualization of the differences between the phase
maps produced by the nontelecentric and the telecentric DHM,
three-dimensional (3-D) pseudocolor images are shown in
Fig. 3. According to the color bar, even for the areas where
the phase maps in Figs. 2(c) and 2(e) look alike, there are
differences in the measured phases, revealing the a posteriori
removal of the residual phase rings does not avoid the presence
of perturbations in the QPI. This happens in good agreement
with the recently proven statement that the QPI measurements
provided by the telecentric DHM are more accurate than those
obtained from nontelecentric DHM.31 The highlighted
differences for these areas could definitely mislead a specimen
identification, which would be supported on the analysis of this
particular area of this insect.
At very first glance, one could claim that the difficulties men-
tioned above can be circumvented if lower magnification is uti-
lized. Low magnification renders a larger FOV and, therefore,
more available data for computing the numerical compensation
phase. With the aim of checking this alternative, we performed
an additional experiment in which the QPI-DHM has been con-
figured to operate at M ¼ −7.5. In this, the same 10 × ∕0.45
MO is matched with a TL of focal distance fTL ¼ 150 mm.
The results of the QPI-DHM operating at this magnification
for the same specimen as in Fig. 2 are shown in Fig. 4. The
recorded holograms shown in Figs. 4(a) and 4(d) now have
larger FOV and, therefore, larger areas free of specimen infor-
mation. The inset in the holograms representing the Fourier
transforms of the holograms show the important enlargement
of the diffracted orders for the nontelecentric imaging system
in comparison with those for the telecentric setup. The raw
phase maps, Figs. 4(b) and 4(e), have larger areas from
which the data for phase compensation can be extracted,
which leads, after the usual series of a posteriori operations,35,36
to the corrected phase map for the nontelecentric DHM shown in
Fig. 4(c). Note that in this case the compensated phase map for
nontelecentric DHM looks quite comparable with the raw phase
for the telecentric DHM.
Also, in this case, we have represented the phase maps in 3-D
pseudocolor, see Fig. 5. In these maps, the square zoomed-in
areas show details quite different. The areas that are enclosed
by the ellipses reveal a horn-like structure. This feature clearly
visible for the telecentric DHM is hardly seen for the nontele-
centric-DHM, which could mean a misclassification of the
specimen, as it was shown above. These results show that addi-
tional extra manipulation of the recovered phases from nonte-
lecentric DHM are needed to obtain a phase map of the
object comparable with that obtained from telecentric DHM.
For this procedure being effective, the object under study should
not cover the complete FOV. Even though when enough FOV is
free of sample information, the QPI measurements are perturbed
as shown in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b) and analyzed in more detail in
the following section.
3 QPI-DHM for Biological Specimens
Micrometer-Sized
As stated above, the performance of nontelecentric-DHM and
telecentric DHM are more comparable when there is enough
FOV free of information from the specimen. In this case, it
is possible to collect representative data to calculate the compen-
sating phase and, therefore, the phase map of the object is less
distorted by the quadratic phase inherited from the recording
system. This scenario is presented, for example, when microm-
eter-sized objects are imaged with DHM. The performance of
QPI-DHM operating in this condition has been evaluated by im-
aging human RBC. Thus, we prepared a sample by smearing a
blood drop on a glass slide. The smeared blood was dried out at
room temperature in a dust-free environment. A 50 × ∕0.55MO
corrected at infinity and a TL with focal length fTL ¼ 200 mm
were utilized for recording the hologram with magnification
Fig. 3 (a) Three-dimensional (3-D) pseudocolor image of the phase
map shown in Fig. 1(c). (b) 3-D pseudocolor image of the phase
map shown in Fig. 1(e). In both cases, the image area is
0.707 × 0.707 mm2. The insets highlight some of the differences
between both phase maps.
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M ¼ −50. Again, depending on the value of d, the DHM
operate in nontelecentric or in telecentric mode.
The same procedure utilized above to eliminate a posteriori
the quadratic phase was applied to recover phase maps for the
RBCs when operated in the nontelecentric mode. Owing to the
RBCs leaving large free areas to gather the needed information
for the numerical compensation, the recovered phase maps for
the nontelecentric DHM and telecentric DHM look alike, as
shown in Figs. 6(a) and 6(c). Despite their similar aspect, in
the nontelecentric case, the phase measurements are strongly de-
pendent on the location in the FOV.31 To see that, the areas
inside the pink squares are zoomed in Figs. 6(b) and 6(d).
These closer views reveal the following. (1) The reported
shift-variant behavior for the nontelecentric DHM is evident.
In Fig. 6(b) two individual RBCs are zoomed in and their
phase values quantified. As visualized from these zoomed
images, there are important differences in the measured phase
for the apparently identical RBCs but placed at different regions
in the FOV. On considering that the measured phase is related
with the thickness of the sample t, the refractive index of the
sample ns, and the surrounding nm via ϕ ¼ 2π∕λðns − nmÞt,
the distorted phase measurement could mislead illness diagnos-
tic, for instance. (2) The telecentric DHM is a shift-invariant
QPI. The same RBCs analyzed for panel (b) are studied in
panel (d). As λ ¼ 633 nm, ns ¼ 1.406,47 and nm ¼ 1, the mea-
sured phase can be converted in specimen’s thickness. Inside the
experimental errors, which are in the order of 0.018 μm, the
measured thicknesses for the RBCs placed at different locations
in the FOV are the same. (3) Apparent morphological changes
are introduced by the nontelecentric DHM. As the zoomed indi-
vidual RBCs are compared, those reconstructed from the non-
telecentric DHM present an internal structure that differs from
that seen in the RBCs reconstructed from the telecentric DHM.
In summary, even though there is enough free area in the FOV to
gather data for computing the compensating phase inherited
from the nontelecentric DHM, the numerical a posteriori elimi-
nation of that phase leaves remains that perturb the QPI. This
could mislead this to illness screening, specimen identification,
Fig. 4 QPI for a section of the head of a drosophila melanogaster fly at M ¼ −7.5. The first row repre-
sents the experiment for a nontelecentric configuration: (a) Raw hologram. (b) Raw phase image.
(c) Numerically corrected phase image calculated from (b). The second row shows the results obtained
with the telecentric setup: (d) Raw hologram. (e) Raw phase image. The light pink lines in (b) correspond
to the selected profiles, which are used to extract the data for computing the compensation phase. The
Fourier transform of the raw holograms are illustrated in the insets of (a) and (d).
Fig. 5 (a) 3-D pseudocolor image of the phase map shown in Fig. 3
(c). (b) 3-D pseudocolor image of the phase map shown in Fig. 3(e). In
both cases, the image area is 0.942 × 0.942 mm2. The insets show
that fine details are not visible in a nontelecentric DHM. See the
horn-like structure in the ellipse-bounded area.
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or others diagnostics that resort on label-free imaging of trans-
parent or semitransparent samples.
4 Conclusion
The utilization of a telecentric imaging system to record the dig-
ital holograms in DHM shows noticeable advantages in the
overall performance of the microscope for label-free imaging.
The most remarkable benefit is that no curvature phase distor-
tions are introduced in the recorded holograms. Therefore, the
regularly required numerical compensation approaches are no
longer needed. This feature circumvents, among others, the fol-
lowing drawbacks:
• Reduction of the usable FOV: For the numerical compen-
sation of the remaining phase curvature, the recorded
hologram should exhibit an area free of specimen such
that a uniform phase is initially measured. The larger
the free area, the more accurate is the numerical phase
compensation. This condition to achieve accurate phase
measurements imposes the shrinkage of the usable FOV.
• Remaining phase curvature: Even though for the case in
which enough area is available for computing the numeri-
cal phase compensation, minimal errors in this process
render anomalous phase measurements. The remaining
phases typically raise the absolute measurements and/or
distort the morphology of the studied specimen. The
above conditions can be deleterious, for instance, in ill-
ness screening, specimen identification, and morphologi-
cal classification.
The performance of the telecentric DHM allows the user to
have an accurate single-shot label-free imaging system for
studying transparent or semitransparent samples.
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